Clustering cliques for graph-based summarization of the biomedical research literature

Background: Graph-based notions are increasingly used in biomedical data mining and knowledge discovery tasks. In this paper, we present a clique-clustering method to automatically summarize graphs of semantic predications produced from PubMed citations (titles and abstracts). Results: SemRep is used to extract semantic predications from the citations returned by a PubMed search. Cliques were identified from frequently occurring predications with highly connected arguments filtered by degree centrality. Themes contained in the summary were identified with a hierarchical clustering algorithm based on common arguments shared among cliques. The validity of the clusters in the summaries produced was compared to the Silhouette-generated baseline for cohesion, separation and overall validity. The theme labels were also compared to a reference standard produced with major MeSH headings. Conclusions: For 11 topics in the testing data set, the overall validity of clusters from the system summary was 10% better than the baseline (43% versus 33%). While compared to the reference standard from MeSH headings, the results for recall, precision and F-score were 0.64, 0.65, and 0.65 respectively.
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MEDLINE MeSH Indexing: Lessons Learned from Machine Learning and Future Directions

Due to the large yearly growth of MEDLINE, MeSH indexing is becoming a more difficult task for a relatively small group of highly qualified indexing staff at the US National Library of Medicine (NLM). The Medical Text Indexer (MTI) is a support tool for assisting indexers; this tool relies on MetaMap and a k-NN approach called PubMed Related Citations (PRC). Our motivation is to improve the quality of MTI based on machine learning. Typical machine learning approaches fit this indexing task into text categorization. In this work, we have studied some Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) recommended by MTI and analyzed the issues when using standard machine learning algorithms. We show that in some cases machine learning can improve the annotations already recommended by MTI, that machine learning based on low variance methods achieves better performance and that each MeSH heading presents a different behavior. In addition, there are several factors which make this task difficult (e.g. limited access to the full-text of the citations) which provide direction for future work.
A bottom-up approach to MEDLINE indexing recommendations

MEDLINE indexing performed by the US National Library of Medicine staff describes the essence of a biomedical publication in about 14 Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Since 2002, this task is assisted by the Medical Text Indexer (MTI) program. We present a bottom-up approach to MEDLINE indexing in which the abstract is searched for indicators for a specific MeSH recommendation in a two-step process. Supervised machine learning combined with triage rules improves sensitivity of recommendations while keeping the number of recommended terms relatively small. Improvement in recommendations observed in this work warrants further exploration of this approach to MTI recommendations on a larger set of MeSH headings.
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Graph-Based Methods for Discovery Browsing with Semantic Predications

We present an extension to literature-based discovery that goes beyond making discoveries to a principled way of navigating through selected aspects of some biomedical domain. The method is a type of "discovery browsing" that guides the user through the research literature on a specified phenomenon. Poorly understood relationships may be explored through novel points of view, and potentially interesting relationships need not be known ahead of time. In a process of "cooperative reciprocity" the user iteratively focuses system output, thus controlling the large number of relationships often generated in literature-based discovery systems. The underlying technology exploits SemRep semantic predications represented as a graph of interconnected nodes (predication arguments) and edges (predicates). The system suggests paths in this graph, which represent chains of relationships. The methodology is illustrated with depressive disorder and focuses on the interaction of inflammation, circadian phenomena, and the neurotransmitter norepinephrine. Insight provided may contribute to enhanced understanding of the pathophysiology, treatment, and prevention of this disorder.
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Semantic Approaches for Knowledge Discovery and Retrieval In Biomedicine

This thesis discusses potential applications of semantics to the recent literature-based informatics systems to facilitate knowledge discovery, hypothesis generation, and literature retrieval in the domain of biomedicine. The approaches presented herein make use of semantic information extracted from biomedical texts by natural language processing systems supported by biomedical ontologies. The thesis is divided into two main parts: First, a field of literature-based discovery is introduced, with a review of recent approaches of the field; second, literature retrieval in the domain of neuroimaging (neuroscience) is discussed with the emphasis put on the coordinate-based searching of related publications. My own contribution to the first part is a novel literature-based ‘discovery browsing’ methodology incorporating semantic predications, graph theory and path analysis for guiding researchers through the relevant literature on a user-specied biomedical phenomenon. Moreover, the additional analyses of the methodology show its potential application as a support for the recent probabilistic retrieval methods. In the second part of the thesis, I present the BredeQuery plugin which integrates a coordinate-based literature retrieval system with the common in neuroimaging statistical analysis environment. It is followed by the detailed description of a prototype of context-dependent neuroscientific literature retrieval methodology, which thanks to the employment of ontologies, allows the user to define context of interest for a search. The peer reviewed research articles, included in the appendices, discuss further the details of the presented methods, case studies, and provide other related information.
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**BredeQuery: Coordinate-Based Meta-analytic Search of Neuroscientific Literature from the SPM Environment**  
Large amounts of neuroimaging studies are collected and have changed our view on human brain function. By integrating multiple studies in meta-analysis a more complete picture is emerging. Brain locations are usually reported as coordinates with reference to a specific brain atlas, thus some of the databases offer so-called coordinate-based searching to the users (e.g. Brede, BrainMap). For such search, the publications, which relate to the brain locations represented by the user coordinates, are retrieved. We present BredeQuery – a plugin for the widely used SPM data analytic pipeline. BredeQuery offers a direct link from SPM to the Brede Database coordinate-based search engine. BredeQuery is able to ‘grab’ brain location coordinates from the SPM windows and enter them as a query for the Brede Database. Moreover, results of the query can be displayed in a MATLAB window and/or exported directly to some popular bibliographic file formats (BibTeX, Reference Manager, etc).
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**Bridging the gap between coordinate- and keyword- based search of neuroscientific databases by UMLS-assisted semantic keyword extraction**  
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COORDINATE-BASED META-ANALYTIC SEARCH FOR THE SPM NEUROIMAGING PIPELINE: The BredeQuery plugin for SPM5

Large amounts of neuroimaging studies are collected and have changed our view on human brain function. By integrating multiple studies in meta-analysis a more complete picture is emerging. Brain locations are usually reported as coordinates with reference to a specific brain atlas, thus some of the databases offer so-called coordinate-based searching to the users (e.g., Brede, BrainMap). For such search, the publications, which relate to the brain locations represented by the user coordinates, are retrieved. In this paper we present BredeQuery – a plugin for the widely used SPM5 data analytic pipeline. BredeQuery offers a direct link from SPM5 to the Brede Database coordinate-based search engine. BredeQuery is able to ‘grab’ brain location coordinates from the SPM windows and enter them as a query for the Brede Database. Moreover, results of the query can be displayed in an SPM window and/or exported directly to some popular bibliographic file formats (BibTeX, Reference Manager, etc.).
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Neuroscientific literature search based on the location coordinates in brain - BredeQuery plugin for SPM environment
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MIAWARE Software: 3D Medical Image Analysis with Automated Reporting Engine and Ontology-based Search
This article presents MIAWARE, a software for Medical Image Analysis With Automated Reporting Engine, which was designed and developed for doctor/radiologist assistance. It allows to analyze an image stack from computed axial tomography scan of lungs (thorax) and, at the same time, to mark all pathologies on images and report their characteristics. The reporting process is normalized - radiologists cannot describe pathological changes with their own words, but can only use some terms from a specific vocabulary set provided by the software. Consequently, a normalized radiological report is automatically generated. Furthermore, MIAWARE software is accompanied with an intelligent search engine for medical reports, based on the relations between parts of the lungs. A logical structure of the lungs is introduced to the search algorithm through the specially developed ontology. As a result, a deductive report search was obtained, which may be helpful for doctors while diagnosing patients’ cases. Finally, the MIAWARE software can be considered also as a teaching tool for future radiologists and physicians.
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